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	So, you've created a few projects with Arduino, and now it's time to kick it up a notch. Where do you go next? With Pro Arduino, you'll learn about new tools, techniques, and frameworks to make even more ground-breaking, eye-popping projects.


	You'll discover how to make Arduino-based gadgets and robots interact with your mobile phone. You'll learn all about the changes in Arduino 1.0, you'll create amazing output with openFrameworks, and you'll learn how to make games with the Gameduino. You'll also learn advanced topics, such as modifying the Arduino to work with non-standard Atmel chips and Microchip's PIC32.


	Rick Anderson, an experienced Arduino developer and instructor, and Dan Cervo, an experienced Arduino gadgeteer, will give you a guided tour of advanced Arduino capabilities. If it can be done with an Arduino, you'll learn about it here.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to modify the Arduino to work with other chips
	
		How to simulate sensors for testing and debugging
	
		How to set up advanced XBee networks
	
		How to write Arduino libraries and share them with the Arduino community
	
		How to get started with the Android accessory development kit
	
		How to create games with hardware or with Gameduino
	
		How to connect your Android phone to an Arduino sensor network



	Who this book is for


	Arduino fans, technogeeks, and electronic artists who want to take their skills to the next level.
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Mastering UI Development with Unity: An in-depth guide to developing engaging user interfaces with Unity 5, Unity 2017, and Unity 2018Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Game UI system by creating captivating user interface components with Unity 5 through Unity 2018 and C#. Learn about UI texts, images, world space UI, mobile-specific UI and much more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop a game UI with both technical and aesthetic considerations
	...
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AARP Protecting Yourself Online For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The Internet has become an integral part of our lives in the 

	blink of an eye; it’s been only about 20 years or so since the 

	web came on the consumer scene, and now many of us couldn’t 

	imagine life without it. We use it to check news stories, watch 

	movies, balance bank accounts, buy any number...
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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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Microsoft(R) Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server(TM) 2005 Express in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2006
Written with clarity and a down-to-earth approach, Sams Teach Yourself SQL Server 2005 Express in 24 Hours covers the basics of Microsoft's latest version of SQL Server. Expert author Alison Balter takes you from basic concepts to an intermediate level in 24...
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Microsoft Visual C# 2015: An Introduction to Object-Oriented ProgrammingCengage Learning, 2015

	Develop the strong programming skills you need for professional success with Farrell's MICROSOFT VISUAL C# 2015: AN INTRODUCTION TO OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING, 6E. Approachable examples and a clear, straightforward style help you build a solid understanding of both structured and object-oriented programming concepts. You master critical...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Reporting and Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2012

	Everything you need to know to work with reports in Dynamics CRM 2011


	Overview

	
		Create reports with SQL Reporting Services for CRM
	
		Empower your reports with the different Report Wizards and dashboards
	
		Troubleshoot and optimize your reports for better performance

...
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